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Abstract— We develop a computationally efficient control
policy for active perception that incorporates explicit models
of sensing and mobility to build 3D maps for ground and
aerial robots. Like previous work, our policy maximizes an
information-theoretic objective function between the discrete
occupancy belief distribution (e.g., voxel grid) and future
measurements that can be made by mobile sensors. However,
our work is unique in three ways. First, we show that by using
Cauchy-Schwarz Quadratic Mutual Information (CSQMI), we
get significant gains in efficiency. Second, while most previous
methods adopt a myopic, gradient-following approach that
yields poor convergence properties, our algorithm searches
over a set of paths and is less susceptible to local minima.
In doing so, we explicitly incorporate models of sensors, and
model the dependence (and independence) of measurements
over multiple time steps in a path. Third, because we consider
models of sensing and mobility, our method naturally applies
to both ground and aerial vehicles. The paper describes the
basic models, the problem formulation and the algorithm, and
demonstrates applications via simulation and experimentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

We develop computationally efficient active perception
policies that encode platform mobility and sensing capa-
bilities to minimize uncertainty in the probabilistic map
representation of an uncertain environment. Noise, limited
angle of view, and limited sensing range are common consid-
erations for many robotics sensors. However, in applications
such as exploration and mapping, these systemic limitations
yield degraded algorithm performance as the robot also con-
tends with limited mobility, precluding it from positioning
its sensors arbitrarily throughout the environment. In this
work, we seek a method that accounts for these limitations,
enabling a robot to build and refine a map through continued
control actions and sensor observations.

Active perception formulations of the map building prob-
lem seek to optimize an information-theoretic objective func-
tion such as Shannon’s entropy or mutual information [2],
[8]–[10], [21]. These objectives are appealing as they natu-
rally combine exploration and refinement by estimating how
positioning and orienting a sensor at a particular pose will
reduce map uncertainty. This differs from frontier methods
which rely on the maximum likelihood estimate of the map
and are more geometric in nature [24]. Control policies
which optimize information-theoretic objectives appear in
several robotics applications. Most related to this work is
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the recent approach by Julian et al. [9] where a beam model
is employed to calculate the mutual information between
a laser range finder and a 2D occupancy grid. They show
that a mutual information based control law will eventually
cause a robot to drive towards unknown space. Kretzschmar
and Stachniss [11] use mutual information as a criterion
for storing a minimal number of laser scans toward map
reconstruction. Kollar and Roy [10] plan minimum entropy
tours to explore a 2D environment, but use the maximum
likelihood estimate of the map. Singh et al. [19] maximize
mutual information for environmental monitoring. Ryan and
Hedrick [16] enable a plane to track a moving target by
minimizing the entropy of the target estimate over a finite
horizon. Charrow et al. [3] approximate mutual information
to address the computational burden incurred by a finite
horizon policy formulation. Maddern et al. [12] propose
Renyi’s quadratic entropy (RQE) to calibrate laser range
finders on an autonomous truck.

Most information-theoretic approaches are derived from
Shannon’s entropy, which provides a measure of the error
in the map. However, they are computationally expensive
because they require a search over an infinite-dimensional
space of control policies, each of which yields a continuous
set of noisy observations. Consequently, most approaches
employ a myopic greedy optimization using simple platform
and sensor models, considering only limited statistics (e.g.,
expected values) with a maximum likelihood estimate of the
map. In this work, we use the Cauchy-Schwarz quadratic
mutual information (CSQMI) [14], which is theoretically
well motivated since it is related to RQE, but can also
be calculated efficiently in order to build and refine a 3D
map in real time. Second, and equally importantly, we
explicitly model the dependence of separate measurements
over multiple time steps to develop online algorithms that
search over multiple, multi-step actions enabling us to go
beyond one step maximizations. By selecting informative
paths, rather than greedily selecting informative destinations,
robots choose better control actions that improve the quality
of the map with greater efficacy. Finally, because we consider
where robots can move, our method naturally applies to
both ground and aerial vehicles. We evaluate the approach
through a series of simulations and experiments in which
mobile robots must build a 3D map using an RGB-D sensor.
Our results show that maximizing CSQMI results in a
robot exploring the entire environment, while simultaneously
ensuring that the map is sufficiently certain.



II. OCCUPANCY GRID MAPPING

We represent the environment as a 3D occupancy grid. Oc-
cupancy grids are advantageous in this setting because they
are a volumetric and probabilistic representation of 3D space.
The volumetric representation enables the robot to determine
where it can move next, and knowing the probabilities that
various regions are occupied enables it to reason about how
its noisy sensors will change the representation.

The typical occupancy grid mapping algorithm discretizes
3D space into a set of regular cubes that we refer to as cells
or voxels (volumetric pixels). The map, m, is made of cells
{c1, . . . , c|m|} each of which have a probability of being
occupied. Occupancy grid mapping makes three standard
assumptions: 1) cells are independent of one another, so the
probability of a particular map is p(m) =

∏
i p(c

i), 2) the
robot’s position is known and 3) unobserved cells have a
uniform prior of being occupied [22]. The probability that
an individual cell is occupied given sensor measurements
from time 1 to t (i.e., z1:t) is:

p(c | z1:t) =

(
1 +

1− p(c | zt)
p(c | zt)

1− p(c | z1:t−1)

p(c | z1:t−1)

)−1

(1)

This expresses the probability that a cell is occupied in terms
of the probability of the cell being occupied given just the
latest measurement, p(c | zt) and all other measurements,
p(c | z1:t−1). p(c | z1:t) can be efficiently calculated by
expressing (1) in log-odds notation:

L(c | z1:t) = L(c | z1:t−1) + L(c | zt) (2)

Where L(c | zt) is an inverse measurement model for the
sensor [22].

As described, occupancy grid mapping does not estimate
the pose of the robot. Consequently, we assume that the robot
is capable of estimating its own pose as well as the pose
of its sensor in its local frame. Although they are not the
focus of this work, solutions to the SLAM problem [13],
which model the uncertainty of the robot’s position and map,
can construct occupancy grid maps using use the maximum
likelihood estimate of the path the robot has followed.

III. CAUCHY-SCHWARZ QUADRATIC MUTUAL
INFORMATION

We are interested in a control policy for the robot that
maximizes the Cauchy-Schwarz quadratic mutual informa-
tion (CSQMI) between the map and measurements the robot
will receive over the next several time steps. This formulation
gives a unified objective that drives map refinement and
exploration, while accounting for limitations of the sensor
(e.g., noise, field of view, maximum range) and the robot’s
own limited mobility.

A. The control policy

We define an action over a time interval τ
4
= t+ 1 : t+ T

as a discrete sequence of poses, xτ = [xt+1, . . . , xt+T ]. For
a given action, the robot will receive a random vector of
measurements zτ = [zt+1, . . . , zt+T ] that each depend on
the pose of the robot at that time. Using the distribution over

the current state of the environment, p(m), and its expected
future locations, the robot can estimate the distribution over
measurements, p(zτ | xτ ). At each planning step, the robot
generates a set of actions X (Sect. V), and selects the one
that maximizes the rate of information gain:

x∗τ = arg max
xτ∈X

ICS[m; zτ | xτ ]

D(xτ )
(3)

Where ICS[m; zτ | xτ ] is the CSQMI between the map and
measurements the robot will receive if it follows action xτ ,
and D(xτ ) is the time to execute the action. Omitting the
measurements’ dependence on position for brevity, CSQMI
can be expressed as:

ICS[m; zτ ] = − log

(∑∫
p(m, zτ )p(m)p(zτ ) dzτ

)2∑∫
p2(m, zτ ) dzτ

∑∫
p2(m)p2(zτ ) dzτ

(4)

where the sums are over all possible maps, and the integrals
are over all possible measurements the robot can receive.
In Sect. IV we give an algorithm that can approximately
evaluate this quantity with a time complexity that is linear
in the number of cells that potential measurements could hit.

CSQMI is an appropriate objective because it is a way of
quantifying whether knowing the outcome of one random
variable (e.g., a measurement at a location) will change
the outcome of another random variable (e.g., the map at
that location). Similar to other measures of information, the
CSQMI between two random variables is a non-negative
number and 0 if and only if the variables are independent.

Incorporating the time to execute an action, D(xτ ) in
(3), is useful as it enables actions with substantially dif-
ferent lengths to be meaningfully compared. Researchers
have examined a variety of utility functions for combining
information (reward) and time (cost) [21], [23]. We choose
this objective as it can be intuitively understood as the rate
of information gain.

B. Relationship to mutual information

A natural question is how CSQMI compares to mutual
information (MI), a well understood and widely used ob-
jective function for active perception [9], [16]. We explain
this relationship using a simple 2D environment when a
robot is equipped with an omnidirectional 2D laser. The MI
between the map and the robot’s future measurements can
be expressed as:

IMI[m; z] = H[z]−H[z | m] (5)

where H[z] is Shannon’s entropy and H[z | m] is Shannon’s
conditional entropy [5]. Figure 1 shows the reward surfaces
for MI and CSQMI. In Fig. 1a, white cells have a low prob-
ability of occupancy, black cells have a high probability of
occupancy, and gray cells are uncertain. Color in Fig. 1b and
Fig. 1c show the value of each objective if the robot places
a laser with a minimum range of 0.5 m and a maximum
range of 5 m at that position. Julian et al. [9, Fig. 1] use
this example to illustrate why choosing MI is beneficial: its
maximization would clearly result in the robot moving to
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Fig. 1. For an omnidirectional 2D laser in (a), mutual information (MI)
and CSQMI are similar and result in the robot moving to make observations
that reduce the map’s uncertainty.

regions where it could observe high uncertainty regions of
the map. In Fig. 1c we see that maximizing CSQMI leads to
similar behavior. While frontier-based methods would also
perform well in this scenario, directly extending them to 3D
environments is difficult as noted by Shen et al. [18] and
demonstrated in our experiments (Sect. VI).

The similarity between Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c can be under-
stood from a theoretical perspective. Both MI and CSQMI
can be expressed in terms of a probability distance measure
between the joint distribution, p(m, z) and the product of the
marginals p(m)p(z):

IMI[m; z] = DKL[p(m, z) || p(m)p(z)]

ICS[m; z] = DCS[p(m, z) || p(m)p(z)]

where DKL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence and DCS is
the Cauchy-Schwarz divergence [14], both of which measure
the difference between distributions. Another similarity is
that MI can be expressed in terms of cross-entropy and Shan-
non’s entropy, whereas CSQMI can be expressed in terms
of Renyi’s quadratic cross-entropy and Renyi’s quadratic
entropy [15]. Both Shannon’s and Renyi’s definition of en-
tropy share many properties, further explaining the similarity
between the two types of information [14].

Importantly, all of the integrals to calculate CSQMI can
be evaluated analytically in this setting, making it fast to
evaluate, whereas calculating MI requires numerical integra-
tion [9]. Therefore, we choose CSQMI to derive our control
policies.

IV. CALCULATING CSQMI

This section describes how to efficiently calculate the
Cauchy-Schwarz quadratic mutual information (CSQMI) be-
tween the map and the robot’s future measurements (i.e.,
ICS[m; zτ | xτ ] in (3)). We first describe the measurement
model, and then use that to calculate the CSQMI for a single
beam at a single time step. We then extend this to CSQMI
with multiple beams over several time steps.
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Fig. 2. Beam based measurement model. (a) one beam, the cells it inter-
sects at various distances, and the resulting distribution over measurements
when zmin = 0.5 and zmax = 2. (b) Raycasts for multiple beams.

A. Measurement Model

As discussed in Sect. III, at time k, the robot receives a
random vector of measurements zk. We model this vector as
a collection of B beams so that zk = [z1

k, . . . , z
B
k ], where zbk

is the random variable of the distance that beam b travels.
We model multiple beams using spherical coordinates by uni-
formly discretizing the horizontal and vertical field of view
of the sensors and generating a beam for each combination
of angles (e.g., Fig. 2b).

We assume the distribution over distances for a single
beam is determined by the true distance, d, to the first
obstacle that the beam intersects:

p(zbk = z | d) =


N (z − 0, σ2) d ≤ zmin

N (z − zmax, σ
2) d ≥ zmax

N (z − d, σ2) otherwise
(6)

Where zmin and zmax are the minimum and maximum range
of the sensor, and N (z − µ, σ2) is a Gaussian with mean µ
and variance σ2. This noise model is somewhat simplistic,
as measurements from real sensors have non-axial distance
dependent noise as well as radial distortion [20]. While
(6) only accounts for axial noise and assumes a constant
variance, Sect. VI shows that this is sufficient for good
experimental results.

Given a map m, we can calculate the distribution over
measurements p(zbk) via marginalization. First, let c ⊆ m be
the list of C cells within the maximum range of the sensor
that a beam intersects (Fig. 2a). Given the measurement
model, (6), cells not in c have no effect on zbk, and can be
ignored. The distance to the first occupied cell completely
determines the distribution for each beam, so cells in c behind
an occupied cell can be ignored. This means:

p(zbk) =

C∑
i=0

p(c = ei)p(z
b
k | c = ei) (7)

Where ei means that the ith voxel in c is the first occupied
cell the beam encounters. For compactness, e0 means that
all cells in c are unoccupied, so the maximum range will
be returned. See Julian et al. [9] for a similar derivation.
Figure 2a shows a typical distribution over measurements
using (7).



B. CSQMI for a Single Beam

In this section we give the expression for the CSQMI
between beam b at time k and the map. This is equivalent to
calculating the CSQMI between the beam and cells the beam
intersects because the beam cannot reduce the uncertainty
of cells that it does not intersect (i.e., ICS[m; zbk | xk] =
ICS[c; zbk | xk]). As we show in Appendix B, ICS[c; zbk | xk]
can be calculated by plugging the measurement distribution
(7) into (4):

ICS[c; zbk | xk] = log

C∑
`=0

w`N (0, 2σ2)

+ log

C∏
i=1

(o2
i + (1− oi)2)

C∑
j=0

C∑
`=0

p(ej)p(e`)N (µ` − µj , 2σ
2)

− 2 log

C∑
j=0

C∑
`=0

p(ej)w`N (µ` − µj , 2σ
2) (8)

where C = |c|, oi = p(ci = 1) (i.e., the ith cell in c is
occupied), and p(ej) is the probability that cj is the first
occupied cell. µj is determined by (6) and ej . The w’s are:

w` = p2(e`)

C∏
j=`+1

(o2
j + (1− oj)2) (9)

for 0 < ` < C while w0 = p2(e0) and wC = p2(eC).
Because they can be calculated iteratively, computing

p(e`) and w` for all ` takes O(C) time. The double sums
each have C + 1 Gaussian components, so calculating them
exactly takes O(C2) time. The primary advantage of (8) is
that all of the integration is performed analytically.

While general techniques like the Fast Gauss Trans-
form [7] can be used to approximately evaluate the double
sums, this problem lends itself to a simpler approximation
that reduces the complexity to O(C) and results in practically
no error.

The approximation relies on the fact that Gaussians fall off
quickly, and N (µj − µ`, 2σ

2) ≈ 0 when |µj − µ`| > β
√

2σ
(i.e., the means are more than a few standard deviations
apart) and β specifies the degree of approximation. Deter-
mining which means are close to each other is normally
difficult, but in this case we know the means monotonically
increase with the index, because they are determined by their
distance along the beam. Occupancy grid mapping typically
uses cell lengths that are slightly larger than the variance of
an individual beam, because finer resolutions will not result
in significantly different maps. Thus, means separated by
more than a few grid cells must be substantially different,
the double sums can be approximated as:

C∑
j=0

j+∆∑
`=j−∆

αj,`N (µj − µ`, 2σ
2) (10)

where ∆ is the number of cells beyond which the contri-
bution is effectively 0 and αj,` is a weight. As the αj,` in
(8) are small, ∆ is typically 3 or 4 for β = 3, making the

complexity of (10) O(C), meaning CSQMI’s complexity is
linear in the number of cells the beam intersects.

C. CSQMI for Multiple Beams and Time Steps

We now discuss evaluating the CSQMI between all beams
across all time steps: ICS[m; zτ | xτ ]. Exact calculation
is computationally intractable because different beams can
observe the same cells. As we show, this problem arises
form the measurement model and affects all information-
theoretic policies, and not just those based on CSQMI.
Researchers typically address this issue by assuming indi-
vidual measurements are independent [9], [11]. We adopt a
different approach by calculating CSQMI with a subset of
the measurements that are nearly independent. This enables
efficient computation, often yields better performance than
the independence assumption (Sect. VI), and can be applied
to other information based metrics like mutual information.

To simplify the discussion, consider two beams zi and zj

which may originate from different sensor poses. Marginaliz-
ing over all cells in the map, the measurements joint density
is:

p(zi, zj) =
∑
o

p(o)
∑
ci

p(ci)p(zi | ci, o)
∑
cj

p(cj)p(zj | cj , o)

(11)

where ci is the set of cells that only beam i intersects,
cj is the set of cells that only beam j intersects, and o
is the set of overlapping cells both beams intersect. When
zi and zj have no cells in common they are independent
because o is the empty set. CSQMI simplifies in this case:
ICS[m; zi, zj ] = ICS[ci; zi] + ICS[cj ; zj ] (see Appendix A).
Unfortunately, calculating CSQMI – or any other information
metric – when the beams overlap requires summing over each
instantiation of o in (11). There are 2|o| such instantiations,
and while the requisite integrals can be done analytically,
exact calculation is computationally infeasible.

However, even when the beams overlap, the probability
that they both hit the same cell may be small. For example,
at each time step all beams intersect cells close to the robot,
but those cells usually have a low probability of occupancy,
so none of the beams has a high probability of hitting them.
Figure 3 illustrates this point. In these cases, the joint density
can be approximated as:

p(zi, zj) ≈
∑
ci,oi

p(ci, oi)p(zi | ci, oi)
∑
cj ,oj

p(cj , oj)p(zj | cj , oj)

= p̂(zi)p̂(zj) (12)

which means zi and zj are approximately independent. Here
oi ⊆ o is the subset of overlapping cells that only zi is likely
to hit and oj ⊆ o is the subset of overlapping cells that only
zj is likely to hit.

To establish (12), consider the case when the two beams
are unlikely to collide (i.e., don’t hit the same cell). Let h`zi

be the event that zi hits o`, the `th cell in o. If zi is likely to
hit ` (i.e., p(h`zi) 6= 0), then beam zj is not (i.e., p(h`zj ) ≈ 0).
For beam zj , this means p(zj | cj , o`) ≈ p(zj | cj).
Consequently, p(o`) can be factored out of the outermost
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Fig. 3. Nearly independent beams. Beam A intersects beams B and C, but
it is nearly independent of them because the probability it reaches the same
cells is close to 0. Beams B and C are dependent as they will likely reach
the same uncertain cell.

sum in (11) and included in the sum over ci. This same
argument works when p(h`zj ) is non-negligible. If neither
beam is likely to reach o`, it is effectively marginalized
out by the outermost sum. Repeating this process for each
cell in o results in (12), which means ICS[m; zi, zj ] ≈
ICS[ci, oi; zj ] + ICS[cj , oj ; zj ]

This insight provides a way of approximating CSQMI us-
ing a subset of measurements, Z , that are nearly independent:

ICS[m; zτ ] ≈
∑
zb
k∈Z

ICS[m; zbk] (13)

While the sum is an approximation, it tends to lower bound
the true CSQMI as Z does not contain all measurements.

Finding Z ⊆ zτ that maximizes (13) is an instance
of the maximum-weight independent set problem, meaning
it is NP-complete and no polynomial time constant factor
approximation algorithm exist [4]. Despite this, we have
obtained good results by iterating over all measurements and
greedily building Z (Alg. 1). To test if a new beam zbk is
independent of those in Z , we check if beams in Z do not
hit any cell that that zbk hits (Lines 8-11). To check if a
collision is unlikely at cell i we use the following test:

p

(
hizb

k
,
⋃
z∈Z

hiz

)
≤ min

{
p(hizb

k
),
∑
z∈Z

p(hiz)

}
≤ γ (14)

where γ is a user specified cutoff. If this is true for each cell
that zbk, intersects, we treat it as independent and add it to
Z (Line 13). The inequality in (14) uses the monotonicity
of probability and the union bound to upper bound the
probability of collision in a way that does not require
determining interactions between beams (Lines 14-15).

The computational complexity of Alg. 1 is O(TBC),
where T is the number of poses in the action and B is the
number of beams the sensor has. The outer loops iterate over
all TB beams. For each beam, a raycast is performed and the
weights are built, which as described in Sect. IV-B is linear,
O(C), in the number of cells the beam intersects. Both the
independence check and updating AnyHit iterate over each
cell, performing constant time operations at each one.

V. ACTION GENERATION

The primary goal of action generation is to create paths
whose rate of information gain is large. To do this, we plan
efficient paths to places where frontiers can be observed.

Algorithm 1. Calculate ICS[m; zτ | xτ ]

1: CSQMI = 0 // CSQMI from measurements in Z
2: AnyHit = 0 // Mapping from each cell to probability

that any measurement in Z hits it; initially all 0
3: for k = t+ 1 to t+ T do
4: for b = 1 to B do
5: c = Raycast to get C cells that zbk intersects
6: Calculate [p(e0), . . . , p(eC)] // ith element is the

probability that zbk hits cell ci

7: // See if zbk is independent of measurements in Z
8: independent = true
9: for i = 1 to C do

10: if min{p(ei),AnyHit[ci]} > γ then
11: independent = false
12: if independent then
13: CSQMI += ICS[m; zbk | xk] // Add zbk’s info
14: for i = 1 to C do
15: AnyHit[ci] += p(ei)

First, we identify frontier voxels (i.e., voxels that are
unobserved but neighbor observed voxels) [24]. In 3D en-
vironments there are too many voxels to generate a path to
each one, so we group them into “clusters” with a greedy
algorithm. Each cluster is created by sampling a frontier
voxel and grouping it with other voxels within a specified
distance (0.4 m works well in practice). This process repeats
until no frontier voxels remain.

Given clusters, the robot must plan paths to observe each
one. A cluster is visible from a pose if it is in the sensor’s
footprint and the probability that the ray reaches the cluster is
high. Planning these paths is difficult for two reasons. First,
in 3D environments clusters may exist in places that a robot
can observe, but cannot go to (e.g., space directly above
obstacles). Second, a robot must consider its orientation
when using a limited angle of view sensor.

A straightforward planning approach is to use the A∗

algorithm to generate paths from the robot’s current position
to every point in the environment, and check which features
are visible at each pose. However, this requires a large
number of visibility checks. To speed the process up, we
precompute sets of poses where clusters can be observed,
similar to ideas from Englot and Hover [6]. A set is generated
for a cluster by repeatedly sampling robot poses near it, and
including those that can view the cluster. Storing these sets
in a lookup table that can be queried during path planning
significantly speeds up action generation.

VI. RESULTS

A. Approximating CSQMI With and Without Independence

We examine the result of our approximate evaluation of
the objective (13), and compare it to the values we get
when we assume measurements are independent. Consider
a simple example where a robot with a planar 2D laser must
evaluate the CSQMI at two different positions as shown in
Fig. 4. The laser has 30 beams uniformly spaced over its 90◦



Fig. 4. Independence leads to overconfidence. Positioning a sensor at B
results in a larger CSQMI than at A. The approximation from Sect. IV-C
picks pose B, but assuming measurements are independent picks A.
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field of view. In this case, calculating CSQMI by assuming
measurements are independent results in an overestimate of
the true CSQMI, and chooses pose A. Our approach lower
bounds the true value and picks pose B, which maximizes
the true CSQMI.

Because we represent the map as an occupancy grid, the
independence assumption may appear more reasonable as a
sufficiently fine discretization of space will result in beams
that are independent at a particular point in time. However,
extending this to multiple time steps is problematic. In par-
ticular, with the independence assumption the optimal policy
will be to position the sensor at the place that maximizes
CSQMI at a single time step, and stays there for all remaining
steps. Figure 5 shows this effect in more detail by calculating
the CSQMI of a single beam that intersects the same 10
cells multiple times. Each cell is occupied with probability
0.5. Assuming independence results in a linear growth in
CSQMI, while the true CSQMI asymptotically reaches a
63% increase. Calculating CSQMI using Alg. 1 only uses
the beam at the first time step, as all subsequent beams
are dependent on it, which lower bounds the true value. In
general, this approach is preferable as maximizing a function
by maximizing a lower bound results in better performance
than maximizing an upper bound.

B. Computational Performance

In this section, we benchmark the computational perfor-
mance of CSQMI by comparing it to mutual information
(MI). To do this, we examine the time it takes to evaluate
the information of a single beam and a group of voxels over
a large number of random trials. Voxels are spaced 0.1 m
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Fig. 6. Time to evaluate the information of a single beam. CSQMI is faster
to compute than MI and the approximation from (10) makes computing
information linear in the number of voxels.

apart, their probability of occupancy is randomly generated,
the beam’s noise is σ = 0.03 m and the distance to the last
voxel is treated as the maximum range of the sensor. MI
must be computed numerically using (5). We also compare
calculations that exploit the rapid decay of a Gaussian, as
we did in (10), by ignoring cross-terms whose means are
separated by more than 4 standard deviations. Figure 6 shows
the time to compute information with varying numbers of
voxels (mean time using 105 samples). Using the approxi-
mation makes the asymptotic complexity of calculating MI
and CSQMI linear instead of quadratic. However, CSQMI is
faster in both cases and approximately 7 times faster when
using the approximation. This difference is substantial, as
a robot often needs to evaluate tens to hundreds of actions
during exploration, each of which consists of multiple poses
which each have hundreds of beams. Finally, note that this
approximation introduced little error; the relative error was
below 10−3 for all trials.

C. Experimental Results with a Ground Robot

To test our approach experimentally, we use a ground robot
to map a 40 m×35 m×2 m portion of an office environment
in Levine Hall at the University of Pennsylvania.

The ground robot is equipped with a UTM-30LX laser
range finder and an Asus Xtion Pro as its RGB-D sensor [1].
The UTM-30LX is mounted parallel to the ground, which the
robot uses to estimate odometry and to construct a 2D map
using a pose graph based SLAM system. The 3D occupancy
grid is constructed with a resolution of 0.1 m using data from
the Xtion and pose information from the 2D SLAM system.
The grid is updated incrementally as the robot moves, and
regenerated whenever previous pose estimates of the robot
change significantly (e.g., due to loop closures). The robot’s
maximum linear velocity is 0.5 m/ s.

Evaluating CSQMI requires specifying a number of pa-
rameters. To predict future measurements we discretize the
58◦ horizontal field of view and 48◦ vertical field of view
of the RGB-D sensor into 20 separate values each, resulting
in 400 separate beams. With the 0.1 m resolution of the
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Fig. 7. Ground robot results using CSQMI. In (b), the black triangle shows
the robot’s starting location and the blue line shows the path it followed.
(c) shows the final 3D map (ceiling omitted) with occupied cells colored
by height.

map, finer angular discretizations typically result in depen-
dent beams that do not substantially change the objective
(Sect. IV-C). The sensor’s minimum range is zmin = 0.5 m,
its maximum range is zmax = 4.5 m, and its noise is σ =
0.03 m. To classify measurements as independent, we use
a cutoff of γ = 0.1. When evaluating the CSQMI of an
action, we include a pose every 3 m along the path or when
the robot’s heading changes by more than 50◦. All software
is written in C++ and executes on the robot which has an
Intel Core i5 processor with 8 GB RAM.

Figure 7 shows typical results from maximizing CSQMI.
Figure 7b shows a top down view of the path the robot
followed overlayed on its 2D laser based map and Fig. 7c
shows the maximum likelihood estimate of the 3D map at
the end of the trial. The final map had low uncertainty for
every area that the robot could observe. Overall, the robot’s
followed path was efficient, with relatively little time spent
revisiting areas that were already well observed. While the
robot did revisit sections of the environment, particularly in
the lower left corner, many of these actions occur towards
the end of the trial, after the robot has already observed most
of the environment The accompanying video submission
illustrates the robot’s overall behavior more clearly.

In order to determine whether maximizing CSQMI yields
improvements in performance compared to other methods,
we compare it to the common approach of driving to the
nearest frontier. To implement frontier-based exploration, we
use the same action generation approach, but select the action
that takes the smallest amount of time to execute without
evaluating CSQMI. The CSQMI approach stops executing
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Fig. 8. Shannon’s entropy of 3D map. Using CSQMI to evaluate the utility
of actions helps the robot reduce the map’s uncertainty faster.

actions once the highest information gain is below 30 (a
low value for the sensor setup). The frontier-based approach
terminates once no frontiers are detected. When comparing
these strategies, we are primarily interested in how quickly
the robot obtains a low uncertainty estimate of the entire
map.

To measure how the map’s uncertainty changes, we look at
the Shannon entropy of cells the robot could possibly observe
(i.e., H[m] = −

∑
i oi log2 oi + (1− oi) log2(1− oi) where

oi is the probability that the ith cell is occupied). We sum
over cells in the 3D map whose x and y coordinate are within
0.1 m of an occupied or unoccupied cell in the final 2D
map. This excludes most cells that are impossible to observe
(e.g., in between hallways) and – because the laser based
2D map is complete – includes cells that the robot may have
failed to observe with its RGB-D sensor. Figure 8 shows
the entropy over time for 3 trials for both approaches. For
reference, there were approximately 6×105 observable cells
and the maximum entropy of a single cell is 1 bit (i.e.,
an occupancy probability of 0.5). Overall, CSQMI signifi-
cantly outperformed the nearest frontier approach. While the
final maps had similar entropies, the rate of decrease using
CSQMI was faster. The mean time to completion for CSQMI
was 1945 s while for nearest frontier it was 2720 s. The
primary reason for this difference is that in 3D environments
there are often a large number of frontiers. However, these
can be spurious in that the surrounding environment may
already be well observed. Evaluating the CSQMI of actions
enables the robot to determine whether traveling to a frontier
will improve the map, while the frontier-based approach
spends a lot of time traveling to areas that have already been
well explored. The long flat tail of the entropy curve for
the CSQMI trials indicates that the information termination
criterion was appropriately conservative.

D. Experimental Results with an Aerial Robot

To examine how our approach works with robots that have
greater mobility, we conducted experiments with a quadrotor
in a 18 m × 17 m × 3 m section of Skirkanich Hall at
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Fig. 9. Quadrotor results. By evaluating CSQMI, the quadrotor is able to
build a complete map with low uncertainty.

the University of Pennsylvania. Unlike a ground robot, a
quadrotor can change its height, enabling it to travel to more
sections of the environment.

We use an AscTec Pelican equipped with a UTM-30LX
and Asus Xtion Pro. It performs laser-based localization
onboard using the system by Shen et al. [17]. The state
estimates are fed into the same SLAM and CSQMI frame-
work used by the ground robot, which run on a wirelessly
connected laptop.

Figure 9 shows results from a single trial which took
11 min to complete. Due to its limited battery life, ap-
proximately 5 min, we manually landed the quadrotor twice
to replace its battery. Obstacles (e.g., tables) were present
throughout the environment (Fig. 9a), which the quadrotor
accounted for when generating actions (Fig. 9b). Despite
these challenges, Figs. 9c and 9d shows that it built a
complete map, demonstrating that CSQMI generalizes to
robots with more flexible motions.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a general approach and algorithms to plan
multi-step actions for active perception that lend themselves
to robots equipped with high data rate sensors like RGB-D
cameras. The use of the CSQMI and reasoning about the
independence and dependence of observations over succes-
sive time steps allowed us to develop algorithms that are
both accurate and efficient. The paper included several ex-
perimental and simulation results that illustrate the ability of
robots to explore and map three-dimensional environments,
even with mobility constraints that may constrain them to
a plane. Our current work addresses cooperative control of
aerial and ground robots.

APPENDIX

A. CSQMI For Independent Subsets

If z1 and c1 are independent of z2 and c2:
p(z1, z2, c1, c2) = p(z1, c1)p(z2, c2). Applying this to
ICS[z1, z2; c1, c2] and defining dz = dz1 dz2

− log

(∑∫
p(z1, c1)p(z2, c2)p(z1)p(z2)p(c1)p(c2) dz

)2∑∫
(p(z1, c1)p(z2, c2))2 dz

∑∫
(p(z1)p(c1)p(z2)p(c2))2 dz

= − log

(∑∫
p(z1, c1) dz1

)2∑∫
(p(z1, c1)2 dz1

∑∫
(p(z1)p(c1))2 dz1

−

log

(∑∫
p(z2, c2) dz2

)2∑∫
(p(z2, c2)2 dz2

∑∫
(p(z2)p(c2))2 dz2

= ICS[z1; c1] + ICS[z2; c2]

Induction on this equality establishes it for more general
subsets.

B. Derivation of CSQMI for Single Beam

To derive (8), we note that because cells are independent
of each other, it is possible to show ICS[z;m] = ICS[z; c]
using the technique in Appendix A.

To evaluate ICS[z; c], we individually calculate each of the
three separate terms in (4). Starting with the square of the
joint distribution: we get:∫ ∑

c

p2(z, c) dz =

∫ C∑
k=0

p2(z | ek)
∑
c∈Ek

p2(c) dz (15)

Where Ek is the set of all instantiations of c such that k is
the first non-zero element. For notational compactness, we
define E0 = {e0} as the set whose only instantiation is the
0 vector. Defining the innermost sum as wk for k > 0 and
factoring independent cells:

wk =
∑
c∈Ek

N∏
i=1

p2(ci) = p2(ek)

N∏
i=k+1

(o2
i + (1− oi)2) (16)

Where oi = p(ci = 1). Defining w0 = p2(e0) and applying
the formula for the integral of product of Gaussians:∫
N (z − µ1, σ

2
1)N (z − µ2, σ

2
2) dz = N (µ1 − µ2, σ

2
1 + σ2

2)

to (15) gives the first line in (8).
Turning to the squared product of the marginals, the two

terms share no parameters and can be factored:∑
c

∫
p2(c)p2(z) dz =

∑
c

p2(c)

∫
p2(z) dz

=

C∏
k=1

(o2
k + (1− ok)2)

C∑
i=0

C∑
j=0

p(ei)p(ej)N (µi − µj , 2σ
2)

The sum is calculated in the same way as (16). The integral
is simplified by plugging in the measurement density (7),
squaring it, and applying the integral of Gaussians once
more. This gives us the second line in (8).



Evaluating the product of the marginals and the joint is
all that remains.∫

p(z)
∑
c

p(z | c)p2(c) dz

=

∫
p(z)

C∑
k=0

p(z | ek)
∑
c∈Ek

p2(c) dz

=

∫  C∑
j=0

p(ej)p(z | ej)

( C∑
k=0

wkp(z | ek)

)
dz

(17)

=

C∑
j=0

C∑
k=0

p(ej)wkN (µi − µj , 2σ
2) (18)

The sum in (17) is the same as (16). After that, plugging in
the measurement density for p(z) and applying the product
of Gaussians formula gives the last line in (8).
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